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Meetings recorded in ‘SmartMeeting’ rooms 
equipped with: 

• individual and room-view cameras
• lapel and array microphones
• whiteboard capture
• pen stroke capture

THE INTERACTION METAPHOR

Person using an archive/library

THE MODALITIES

Input Modalities:
• natural language

• speech via speech 
recognition 

• text via keyboard or pen
input

• pointing 
• mouse
• pen 
• touch-screen

Output modalities:
• audio
• graphics
• video (playback of meetings)
• text

Possible extension:
• speech feedback 

DATA & EXPERIMENTAL 
METHODOLOGY

User Requirements 
Gathering
• user requirements studies [3]
• continuous gathering of 

requirements over the course
of the Wizard of Oz
experiments

Data
• meetings recorded in the

IDIAP smart meeting room [4]
and stored in a multimodal
meeting database

• theme is room furnishing
• easily accessible to a wide

potential user testing
population 

• data assured to be
‘cognitively neutral’ to
maximize evaluation of
impact of software 

Experimental Methodology
• Wizard of Oz methodology

[5,6]
• wide range of modality

combinations without
having to fully implement
each variant 

• framework in which to
perform testing and
evaluation 

• allows for iterative and
continuous user 
requirements gathering for
tuning the system 

To determine which modalities, and in which combinations, are best suited for 
use in a multimodal interface that allows users to retrieve the content of 
recorded and processed multimodal meetings. 
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THE ARCHIVUS INTERFACE

• database of meetings is 
reflected in the library structure 

• extend and adapt established approaches to HCI incorporating multimodal
interaction for the multimodal meeting domain [1,2]

• maintain a strongly user-driven approach to design and evaluation

THE PROBLEM THE APPROACH 

CURRENT STATUS

For more information see also: 
Interactive Multimodal Information Management (IM2) project (www.im2.ch). 
Multimodal Dialogue Management (MDM) group (http://issco-www.unige.ch/projects/im2/mdm/)
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• setting up and pilot testing the Wizard of Oz experiment environment
• first round of Wizard of Oz testing and evaluation
• refinement of interface based on user feedback from experiments

• preliminary user requirements analysis finished
• initial data set recorded, transcribed and annotated
• first design of ARCHIVUS interface finished  

• each meeting is represented as
a ‘book’ in the library

Subset of databaseBookshelf(s)
Series of meetingsVolumes of books

The databaseBookcase(s)
In the SystemIn a library

Meeting database stores synchronized:
• audio and video data   
• annotated transcripts
• electronic copies of all documents used

• paper artifacts  
• whiteboard activity

THE MULTIMODAL MEETING DOMAIN

• the result of applying the interaction metaphor to user requirements and current 
modality capabilities

• allows for both browsing of and directed search on the data
• consistently multimodal
• constant visual feedback

Global view of database 
(search space)

Interactive search 
definition 

Interaction 
history

Natural language 
input feedback

System prompts Meeting ‘book’ System control 
buttons

Access to 
multimedia

• presentation slides
• notes taken by participants


